I WANT IT ALL

Musica e Testo: Freddie Mercury - John Deacon - Brian May - Roger Taylor
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Sim La Sim Sol Re/Fa\# Sol La Sol La

Ad-ven-ture seek-er on an emp-ty street, just an al-ley

Sim La Sim Sol Re/Fa\# Sol

A G A Bm A Bm

creeper, light on his feet. A young fight-er screaming with no time for

La Sol La Sim La Sim
[Verse 1]

G D/F # G A G A Bm A

doubt, with the pain and anger can't see a way out. It ain't much I'm

Sol Re/Fa Sol La Sol La Sim La

asking, I heard him say, gotta find me a future, move out of my

D G A G A

way, I want it all, I want it all, I want it

Re Sol La Sol La

[Chorus]

G Bm A Bm G D/F # G

all, and I want it now. I want it all, I want it

Sol Sim La Sim Sol Re/Fa Sol

[Verse 2]

A G A Bm A Bm A Bm

La Sol La Sim La Sim Sim La Sim
all, I want it— all, and I want it now. Listen all you people, come gather round. I gotta get me a game plan, gotta shake you to the ground. Just give me, oh, what I knows is mine, people do you heart me. Just give me the sign. It ain't much. I'm asking, if you want the truth,
here's to the future
for the dreams of youth.

Hey! I want it

Sol La Re La Sol La Sim

Give it all. I want it all. Hey! I want it all. And I want it

La Sim Sol Re/Fa# Sol La Sol La

now. I want it all. Yes! I want it all. Yeah! I want it

Sim La Sim La Sim Sol Re/Fa# Sol

And I want it now.

La Sol La Si Mi/Si Fa#/Si
I'm a man with a one track mind, so much to do in one life-time.

People do you hear me?

Not a man for compromise and wheres and whys and living lies.

So I'm living it all, and I'm giving it all.

Più veloce (J = 140)

Solo Chitarra
It ain't much I'm asking if you want the truth.

Here's to the future, hear the cry of youth. I want it all,

I want it all, I want it all, and I want it.
Bm  A

I want it all,
Yeah!
I want it all,
I want it all,
and I want it now.

Sim La
Sim La Sim

Sol Re/Fa Sol

La Sol La
Sim La
Sim La Sim

And I want it now.

Sol Re/Fa Sol
La Sol La
Sim La
Sol7±9

I want it, I want it.